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https://climate.pege.org/2021/cop26-preview.htm


Svante Arrhenius

In developing a theory to explain the ice ages, 
Arrhenius, in 1896, was the first to use basic prin ‐
ciples of physical chemistry to calculate estimates of 
the extent to which increases in atmospheric carbon 
dioxide (CO2) will increase Earth's surface temp ‐
erature through the greenhouse effect. These calc ‐
ulations led him to conclude that human-caused CO2 
emis sions, from fossil-fuel burning and other com ‐
bustion processes, are large enough to cause global 
warming. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Svante_Arrhenius_01.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Svante_Arrhenius


Normal reaction of a civilization: COP 1 Stockholm 1914

https://pixabay.com/de/photos/stockholm-schweden-alte-stadt-3897532/


Normal reaction of a civilization: COP 26 Berlin 1939

https://pixabay.com/de/photos/brandenburger-tor-berlin-historisch-275437/


Rio 1992

There I wanted to 

present the 

"GEMINI habitable 

solar power plant",

the first generation 

of the GEMINI 

house.





COP 16 Cancun 2010

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2010_UN_Climate_Talks.jpg














COP 19 Warsaw 2013

I planned a counter event with the 

publication of my second book 

"Calculation ERROR".

But I had to take note that all 

environmental groups are only 

interested in complaining and not 

in solutions.

https://calculation-error.org/


Presidencia de la República Mexicana

COP 21 Paris 2015 - the total mockery
Promises were made without the slightest clue as to how the signatory states 

intend to fulfill these promises.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/presidenciamx/23430273715/in/photostream/


Net zero CO2 emission
is sufficient!



commented by

https://climate.pege.org/2021/ipcc-report.htm


Climate protection

is very expensive,

we need a lot of money!!



https://geminis.pege.org/2021/rethinking-energy-transition.htm


If everyone would do that!

But before the doing there are 2 essential obstacles:

If everyone wanted that!

If everyone could do that!



True climate protection 
begins with something 

that the majority of 
society wants and the 
circumstances that the 

majority of society
can also do it.



Do you seriously expect 

something like this from 

COP 26 in Glasgow?



The dream of a house in the 

countryside with its own 

garden redesigned as the 

maximum possible climate 

protection: the first Climate 

Protection Superiority House 

GEMINI next Generation.



Coming soon: 

Disruption

at houses

https://geminis.pege.org/2021/disruption.htm


preview by

https://youtu.be/Rx5MMsZm0b4

